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Finland, like most of Scandinavia, represents the overwhelming majority of the countries which enjoy a relatively high confi dence in the future of the press and journalism. 4 This confi dence rests with us on a peculiar tradition of politics in this Protestant culture. True, this politics and culture is being gradually eroded by what is known as globalization and market forces. Yet the development is not irreversible, while the European Union not only promotes a free market in the United States of Europe but also upholds values of equality and quality, especially in public service broadcasting.
But my main point is not a Finnish rebuttal of a crisis perspective -a vindication of the press and journalism based on statistical evidence. My point is a general forecast that in these days of global economic crisis people become genuinely interested in what is happening in the world -both far and nearfeeding a hunger to know and to understand how all these events relate to their own life situation. Such a hunger renders support to quality journalism: a compelling need for reliable information on economy, environment and society. This reasoning is based on how individuals feel as human beings and social animals with existential needs -not as citizens fulfi lling grand designs of democracy.
5
So far we have been used to associating individualism with the less reputable side of journalism concerned with celebrities, scandals and spectacles. These have travelled quite well under the western welfare conditions conducive to emotions and escapism. Intellectual support for this structural situation was provided by postmodernism, including brands of cultural theory, which, by capitalizing on constructed meanings, tend to undermine reality. Now, after 2008, my forecast suggests, the party is over and we are approaching a new age of realism where people really want to know and journalism serves this burning need. I see on the horizon a renaissance for good old quality journalism.
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